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Head First C# (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2007
Do you want to learn C#? Programmers around the world have learned that C# lets them design great-looking programs and build them fast. With C#, you     ve got a powerful programming language and a valuable tool at your fingertips. And with the Visual Studio IDE, you     ll never have to spend hours writing obscure code just to get a button...
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The Photoshop Lightroom Workbook: Workflow not Workslow in Lightroom 2Focal Press, 2008
Renowned gurus give the insider's guide on how to get the most from Lightroom as part of a seamless digital photography workflow     

       Photoshop Lightroom is the new software from Adobe aimed specifically at photographers and it's taking the photography world by storm. This no-nonsense guide to setting up an efficient workflow in...
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Hacking: The Next Generation (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
With the advent of rich Internet applications, the explosion of social media, and the increased use of powerful cloud computing infrastructures, a new generation of attackers has added cunning new techniques to its arsenal. For anyone involved in defending an application or a network of systems, Hacking: The Next Generation is one of the...
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Kali Linux: Wireless Penetration Testing Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn wireless penetration testing with Kali Linux, the latest iteration of Backtrack
	
		Detect hidden wireless networks and discover their names
	
		Explore advanced Wi-Fi hacking techniques including rogue access point hosting and probe sniffing
	
		Develop your encryption...
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Lean-Agile Acceptance Test-Driven Development: Better Software Through CollaborationAddison Wesley, 2011

	Developing software with testable requirements is the theme of this book. A
	testable requirement is one with an acceptance test. Acceptance tests drive the
	development of the software. As many development groups have experienced,
	creating acceptance tests prior to implementing requirements decreases defects
	and...
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Pro SQL Server 2000 Database DesignApress, 2003

	If you're standing in your favorite bookseller, flipping thorough this book because it's in the technical

	book section, I know you're probably thinking, MHey, where is all of the code and settings and such?"

	Well, this isn't exactly that kind of book. (Not that there is anything wrong with that kind of book; I...
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Kali Linux CTF BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build, test, and customize your own Capture the Flag challenges across multiple platforms designed to be attacked with Kali Linux


	About This Book

	
		Put the skills of the experts to the test with these tough and customisable pentesting projects
	
		Develop each challenge to suit your specific...
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Dreamweaver 8 Design and Construction (O'Reilly Digital Studio)O'Reilly, 2006
You're a beginner who wants to design a state-of-the-art family web site. You've just started a new job, and you need to learn Dreamweaver fast. Or maybe you're a professional who's been using another program but is now switching to Macromedia's leading web design tool. Learning Dreamweaver 8 gets you up to speed, quickly and...
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Microsoft® Visual Studio 2008 Unleashed is an end-to-end, deep dive into the Visual Studio development environment. It’s meant to provide you guidance on how you can squeeze the ultimate productivity out of the many features built into the .NET development tools. Understanding how to use your tools will make you a better...
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Software TestingSams Publishing, 2000

	Software Testing is the book for new or aspiring software testers interested in learning about this crucial part of the software development process. The complexity and size of today's software makes writing bug-free code extremely difficult, even for highly experienced programmers. Couple that with our increasing reliance on software for...
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Foundations of Software Testing: ISTQB CertificationCengage Learning, 2006
“….the dream team for this topic. If I could have my choice for any 4 authors worldwide on this topic, I’d go with these.” Ross Collard, Attglobal.net

“…there is no-one better placed to ensure that the book is perfectly aligned with the ISTQB” Stuart Reid, founding chair of the ISTQB
...
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Advanced Photoshop Elements for Digital PhotographersFocal Press, 2004
Philip Andrews shares his in-depth knowledge of Elements in this advanced guide ensuring that you can achieve optimum results from this powerful package. Once you've mastered the basics of Photoshop Elements, this is the book to further develop your skills to get professional results!

Beyond exploring techniques, Philip addresses how to...
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